
ENGY.3310  Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering 
Spring 2016 

HW #9:  More Neutron Cross Sections…  
 

Problem 1   Maxwellian Distribution  (10 points) 
a. Convert the Maxwellian distribution in energy 

 
1 E
2 kTf (E) C E e−=  

to be a function of neutron speed, where E = ½ mv2.  That is, what is the corresponding f(v) 
distribution?  In doing this you should set f(E)dE = f(v)dv, where this says that the 
probability of finding the neutron in speed interval dv must be identical to the probability of 
finding the particle in the corresponding energy interval dE.  Be formal here… 

b. Using the f(v) developed in Part a, compute the most probable speed and determine the 
energy associated with this speed  --  this is often denoted as the thermal energy, Eo.  
Evaluate this expression for T = 20 C  --  is this the result you expected? 

 

Problem 2  Behavior of σ(E)  (10 points) 
The first resonance in the cross section of aluminum occurs at 5.8 keV.  The absorption cross 
section at 0.0253 eV is about 0.23 b and the scattering cross section is roughly 1.37 b.  Based on 
these facts, estimate σa, σs, and σt at 100 eV.  State any assumptions. 
Note:  Do not “look up” the Al cross sections in JANIS or other resource  --  the idea here is to 
estimate the cross sections at 100 eV based on your understanding of the typical behavior of 
σ(E). 

 

Problem 3  Thermal Absorption Rate of Mixture (10 points) 
The control rods in a particular reactor are made of an alloy of cadmium (5 w/o), indium (15 
w/o) and silver (80 w/o).   At 400 C the non-1/v factors for absorption, ga(T), for these materials 
are:   Cd:   2.56,   In:   1.10,   and   Ag: 1.00.  In addition, the 2200 m/s absorption cross sections, 
σa(Eo), are:   Cd:  2450 b,   In:   193.5 b,   and   Ag:   63.6 b. 
Compute the thermal absorption rate per gram of control rod at a temperature of 400 C if the 
2200 m/s flux is 5×1013 n/cm2-s. 

 

Problem 4  Critical Energy for Fission  (5 points) 
Two hypothetical nuclei have the following atomic weights and critical energies for fission: 

   nuclide AZ:         M = 241.0600 g/gmole      Ecrit = 5.5 MeV 

   nuclide A+1Z:      M = 242.0621 g/gmole      Ecrit = 6.5 MeV 

Is nuclide AZ fissile?   Clearly justify/explain your result. 
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Problem 5  Critical Energy for Fission  (5 points) 
Fission can be induced when high-energy γ-rays are absorbed by a heavy nucleus  ---  this is 
referred to as photo-fission.  Using the table of critical energies for fission in various heavy 
elements as given in the Lecture Notes, determine the minimum γ-rays energy necessary to 
induce fission in U235, U238, and Pu239.  Clearly justify/explain your results. 

 

Problem 6  Elastic Scattering  (10 points) 
Find the number of collisions required on the average to slow down a neutron from 2 MeV to     
1 eV for elastic scattering in hydrogen and in carbon. 

 

Problem 7  Elastic Scattering  (10 points) 
A 1 MeV neutron elastically scatters with a C-12 nucleus that is initially at rest.  If the neutron 
scattering angle in the center of mass system is 45 degrees, determine the following quantities: 

a.  Energy of the neutron and the energy of the C-12 nucleus after collision. 

c.  Scattering angle of the neutron in the lab coordinate system. 

d.  The change in lethargy of the neutron. 

Note:  The angle given here is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass system, so be sure to 
use the formulations given in the Lecture Notes (which are different from your text). 
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